Abstract. In late 2012 the US Department of Energy gave approval for the first phase of the Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment (LBNE) that will conduct a broad scientific program including neutrino oscillations, neutrino scattering physics, search for baryon violation, supernova burst neutrinos and other related astrophysical phenomena. The project is now being reformulated as an international facility hosted by the United States. The facility will consist of an intense neutrino beam produced at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), a highly capable set of neutrino detectors on the Fermilab campus, and a large underground liquid argon time projection chamber at Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in South Dakota 1300 km from Fermilab. With an intense beam and massive far detector, the experimental program at the facility will make detailed studies of neutrino oscillations, including measurements of the neutrino mass hierarchy and Charge-Parity symmetry violation, by measuring neutrino and anti-neutrino mixing separately. At the near site, the high-statistics neutrino scattering data will allow for many cross section measurements and precision tests of the Standard Model. This presentation will describe the configuration developed by the LBNE collaboration, the broad physics program, and the status of the formation of the international facility.
INTRODUCTION
During the past five years the US "View from North America" has fixed onto a specific proposal for the LongBaseline Neutrino Experiment (LBNE). Canadian groups are engaged with the Hyper-Kamiokande initiative, which is described elsewhere in these proceedings. In January 2010, the LBNE project received a US Department of Energy (DOE) CD-0 "Mission Need" approval, enabling the development of a detailed conceptual design. Initial investigations considered massive water Cherenkov detector and liquid argon Time-Projection Chamber (LArTPC) options for the far detector; after considerable discussion the LArTPC approach was selected in January 2012. A detailed conceptual design was developed that consists of a 34−kt fiducial mass LArTPC far detector located 4,850 feet underground, a 1300−km baseline, a highly capable near neutrino detector, and a multi-megawatt-capable neutrino beamline.
A phased approach to construction of the full-scope experiment led to a DOE CD-1 ("Alternatives Review and Cost Range") approval in December 2012. If limited to DOE funding the scope of the project would allow for only a 10 kt far detector on the surface and no near detector. However, the approval explicitly allowed for expanded scope if partners were identified that could provide the necessary additional resources. During 2013 the focus of the collaboration effort continued to be the science capability of the full-scope experiment and engagement of potential international partners. The collaboration saw substantial growth in this period, almost 50% increase since CD-0 approval. The science goals and the full-scope experiment configuration of LBNE were ratified by the year-long 2013 "Snowmass" Community Summer Study and in the May 2014 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) report.
The LBNE science program and configuration are very well described in "The Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment: Exploring Fundamental Symmetries of the Universe" [1] released in mid-2014. Here, I present a few updated highlights from that document along with a summary of progress towards reformulation of the project as recommended in the P5 report.
SCIENCE MOTIVATION
Although neutrinos are the most abundant of known matter particles (fermions) in the Universe, their properties are among the least well-understood stable particles; the very existence of neutrino mass constitutes evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model. Consequently, understanding the nature of neutrinos has become an essential goal for particle physics.
Observations of flavor changing of neutrinos from one type (flavor) to another in recent experiments have provided evidence for neutrino flavor mixing and for small, but nonzero, neutrino masses. This phenomenon is referred to as neutrino oscillation. The framework characterizing these observations is similar to that describing corresponding phenomena in the quark sector, but with a very different pattern of mixing angle values. As in the quark case, this framework involves a phase parameter, δ CP , that changes sign under combined charge conjugation and parity (CP) reversal operations and thus would lead to CP symmetry-violating asymmetries between the pattern of oscillations for neutrinos and antineutrinos. While groundbreaking on its own, the observation of such asymmetries would also provide an experimental underpinning for the basic idea of leptogenesis as an explanation for the baryon asymmetry of the universe [2, 3] .
Neutrino oscillation data so far tell us about the magnitudes of the differences in the squared masses of the neutrino mass states, and about the sign of the mass-squared difference between the two states that are closest in mass, but not about the difference of that pair with respect to the third, which may be heavier (normal ordering) or lighter (inverted ordering) than the other two.
Resolving this neutrino mass hierarchy ambiguity, along with precise measurements of neutrino mixing angles, would have significant theoretical, cosmological and experimental implications. In particular, one important consequence of mass hierarchy determination would be the impact on future experiments designed to determine whether, uniquely among the fundamental fermions, neutrinos are their own antiparticles, so-called Majorana particles. Though long suspected, the hypothesis that neutrinos are Majorana particles has yet to be either established or ruled out. Strong evidence for the inverted hierarchy would establish conditions required by the next generation of neutrinoless double-beta decay searches to settle this question even with a null result (no observation). Because the forward scattering of neutrinos in matter alters the oscillation pattern in a hierarchy-dependent way, the long baseline of LBNE, with the neutrinos traveling through the Earth's crust, enables a decisive determination of the hierarchy, independent of the value of δ CP .
Additionally, the high-precision determination of oscillation parameters such as mixing angles and squared-mass differences will provide insight into the differences between the quark and lepton mixing patterns, which is necessary for deciphering the flavor structure of physics in the Standard Model. Taken together, such a comprehensive set of measurements will thoroughly test the standard three-neutrino flavor paradigm that guides our current understanding, and will provide greatly extended sensitivity to signatures for nonstandard neutrino interactions in matter.
The arena of non-accelerator physics using massive underground detectors such as the LBNE far detector is also ripe with discovery potential. The observation of nucleon decay would be a watershed event for the understanding of physics at high energy scales. Neutrinos from supernovae are expected to provide key insights into the physics of gravitational collapse, and may also reveal fundamental properties of the neutrino.
LONG-BASELINE MEASUREMENTS
In the standard three-flavor model the mixing between the flavor and mass eigenstates, and the evolution of the states in time, are characterized by three mixing angles, a complex phase, and difference in mass-squared of the three mass eigenstates. The magnitudes of Δm 31 2 , Δm 21 2 , and θ 12 are known to a few percent, and we know that θ 23 is large, possibly maximal, with a measurement precision better than 10%. Up until just two years ago the remaining angle θ 13 was unmeasured, and, guided by the measured quark mixing matrix values, was thought by many to be very small or zero. Since a factor of sinθ 13 multiples the complex phase term in the PMNS mixing matrix, a consequence of a zero value would be that the CP-violating phase would be inaccessible in long-baseline experiments. However, in 2013 disappearance measurements by Daya Bay and RENO followed by appearance measurements by T2K and MINOS have established a non-zero, and relatively large value for sin 2 2θ 13 of ~0.09 with good precision. Shown in Fig. 1 is the probability for appearance of an electron-neutrino from a muon-neutrino for two values of θ 13 and three extreme values of the unknown CP-violating phase δ CP , overlaid with the Fermilab NuMI beam energy spectrum. The essential method of long-baseline experiments is to produce a (nearly) pure muon-neutrino beam with an energy spectrum matched to the oscillation pattern at the chosen distance (the baseline), then measure the spectrum of muon-neutrinos and electron-neutrinos at the distant detector. Current generation experiments such as T2K and NOνA have the far detector located a few degrees away from the central axis of the neutrino beam at its source. This "off-axis" configuration produces a narrow energy spectrum that samples just a small portion of the probability curve around the 1 st oscillation maximum. By placing the detector on axis the experiment can extract more information about the shape of the underlying probability distribution. Figure 2 shows the disappearance and appearance spectra that would be observed on axis with a 34-kt fiducial mass liquid argon detector at a distance of 1300 km from a neutrino source produced with a 1.2 MW 80 GeV proton beam. Spectra are shown for several values of the unknown CP phase angle assuming (unknown) normal mass hierarchy. From these figures it is evident that the relatively large third mixing angle value enables measurements of the CP phase with achievable beam power and detector mass. As will be described in a later section, the parameter values are also such that the matter-induced asymmetry should be large and separable from a CP asymmetry at appropriately chosen neutrino energy and baseline. 
Neutrino Mass Hierarchy
The 1300 km baseline establishes one of LBNE's key strengths: sensitivity to the matter effect. This effect leads to a large discrete asymmetry in the ! → ! versus ! → ! oscillation probabilities, the sign of which depends on the mass hierarchy (MH). At this baseline the asymmetry is approximately ±40% in the region of the flux peak. This value is larger than the maximum possible CP-violating asymmetry associated with δ CP , meaning that both the MH and δ CP can be determined unambiguously with high confidence within the same experiment using beam neutrinos.
In detail, the sensitivity of LBNE depends on the actual values of poorly known mixing parameters (mainly δ CP and sin ! !" ) as well as the true value of the MH itself. The discrimination between the two MH hypotheses is characterized as a function of the a priori unknown true value of δ CP by considering the difference, denoted ∆ ! , between the −2lnℒ values calculated for a data set with respect to these hypotheses, considering all possible values of δ CP . We note that for discrimination between two choices, as for MH determination, the usual association of this test statistic with a χ 2 distribution for one degree of freedom is not correct and also that the assumption of a Gaussian probability density implicit in this notation is not exact. See Across the majority of the parameter space for the mixing parameters that are not well known, LBNE's determination of the MH will be definitive, but even for unfavorable combinations of the parameter values, a statistically ambiguous outcome is highly unlikely.
The least favorable scenario corresponds to a true value of δ CP in which the MH asymmetry is maximally offset by the leptonic CP asymmetry, and where, independently, sin ! !" takes on a value at the low end of its experimentally allowed range. For this scenario, studies indicate that with a 34 kt LArTPC operating for six years in a 1.2 MW beam, LBNE on its own can (for a typical data set) distinguish between normal and inverted hierarchy with |∆ ! | = ∆ ! = 25. This corresponds to a greater than or equal 99.9996% probability of determining the correct hierarchy. In more than 97.5% of data sets, LBNE will measure |∆ ! | > 9 in this scenario-where measuring ∆ ! = 9 with an expected value of 25 corresponds to a significance in excess of three Gaussian standard deviations. Concurrent analysis of the corresponding atmospheric-neutrino samples in an underground detector will improve the precision with which the MH is resolved, providing an independent crosscheck at the level of ΔχFor the initial stages of LBNE, a greatly improved level of precision in the determination of the MH can be achieved by incorporating constraints from NOνA and T2K data. With an initial 10 kt detector, for half the range of possible δ CP values, the expected significance exceeds ∆ ! = 25, again this corresponds to a greater than 99.9996% probability of determining the correct hierarchy. To put this in context, it is notable that even an extended NOνA program [5] at four times its nominal exposure (of six years of operation at 700 kW), would have coverage at the average Δχ 2 = 9 level or better for only 40% of the δ CP range.
Charge-Parity Violation and the Measurement of δ CP
The LBNE program has two somewhat distinct objectives with regard to CP symmetry violation in the ! → ! oscillation channel. First, LBNE aims to make a precise determination of the value of δ CP within the context of the standard three-flavor mixing scenario described by the PMNS matrix. Second, and perhaps more significantly, LBNE aims to observe a signal for leptonic CP violation, independent of the underlying nature of neutrino oscillation phenomenology. Within the standard three-flavor mixing scenario such a signal will be observable provided δ CP is not too close to either of the values for which there is no CP violation (0 and π). Together, the pursuit of these two goals provides a thorough test of the standard three-flavor scenario. Figure 4 shows the expected 1σ resolution for δ CP as a function of exposure for a proton beam power of 1.2 MW. At this beam power, in a six-year run, a 10 kt far detector will be able to measure δ CP to ±(20°− 30°) (depending on its value), independent of other experiments. A full-scope LBNE operating with multi-megawatt beam power in a later phase, will achieve a precision better than ±10°, comparable to the current precision on the CP phase in the CKM matrix in the quark sector. LBNE with a 10 kt detector, in combination with T2K and NOνA, will determine leptonic CP violation with a precision of 3σ or greater for ~40% of δ CP values in a six-year run with 1.2 MW beam power. LBNE alone dominates the combined sensitivity; T2K and NOνA have limited sensitivity to CP violation on their own. To reach 5σ for an appreciable fraction of the range of δ CP , the full-scope LBNE will be needed and will need to maintain careful control of systematic uncertainties while accumulating large enough samples in the far detector. Figure 5a shows the mass hierarchy and Fig. 5b 
Determination of sin 2 2θ 23 and Octant Resolution
In long-baseline experiments with ! beams, the magnitude of ! disappearance and ! appearance signals is proportional to sin ! 2 !" and sin ! !" , respectively, in the standard three-flavor mixing scenario. Current ! disappearance data are consistent with maximal mixing, θ 23 = 45°. To obtain the best sensitivity to both the magnitude of its deviation from 45° as well as its sign (θ 23 octant) a combined analysis of the two channels is needed [6] . A 10 kt LBNE detector will be able to resolve the θ 23 octant at the 3σ level or better for θ 23 values less than 40° or greater than 50° provided δ CP is not too close to zero or π. A full-scope LBNE will measure θ 23 with a precision of 1° or less, even for values within a few degrees of 45°.
Baseline Optimization
A study was performed to determine the optimum baseline for a long-baseline experiment with the Fermilab accelerator complex as the source. The simulation was based on that for the Fermilab NuMI 120-GeV, 1.2 MW proton beam and for each baseline the distance from the target to the 1 st horn was tuned to cover the 1 st oscillation node and as much of the 2 nd maximum as possible, and the decay pipe length was tuned (in the range 280-580 m) to maximize the flux in this region. For short baselines (less than 1000 km) an off-axis beam simulation was used to produce the highest flux. The results are summarized in Fig. 6 .
We find that baselines in the range 1000-1300 km along with taking data with both neutrino and antineutrinos is a near optimal choice of beam and distance for sensitivity to CP violation, CP phase, neutrino mass hierarchy and other oscillation parameters in the same experiment. For shorter baselines, the matter effect becomes too small to make an effective measurement of the mass hierarchy and much larger exposures (the product of detector mass, beam power and operating time) are needed. If the mass hierarchy is known the dramatic fall off in CP violation sensitivity below 700 km is mitigated. For very long baselines, the matter effect asymmetry becomes very large so event rate suppression in one of beam polarities makes observation of explicit CP-violation asymmetry more challenging. These results are described in detail in [7] . 
DEEP UNDERGROUND SCIENCE
Among massive detectors designed for neutrino and nucleon decay physics, the LArTPC technology offers unmatched capabilities for position and energy resolution and for high-precision reconstruction of complex interaction topologies over a broad energy range. These features in a detector deep underground will provide a powerful complementarity to the large, underground water Cherenkov or scintillator-based detectors that may be operating at the same time. For example, LArTPC detectors are especially well suited to supersymmetry-favored proton decay modes such as the → ! mode, uniquely providing detection efficiency and background rejection sufficient to enable a discovery with a single well-reconstructed event.
There is also complementarity with respect to supernova-neutrino detection since liquid argon detectors are primarily sensitive to the electron-neutrino component of the flux, while anti-electron-neutrino interactions dominate for water and scintillator-based detectors. Thus, LBNE will be sensitive to different features of the supernovaneutrino production process. C. Lunardini and K. Scholberg address this topic in more detail in their presentations at this conference.
Finally, the LArTPC technology located deep underground opens up an avenue for precision studies of oscillation physics with atmospheric neutrinos, thereby augmenting the results of the beam-based measurements at the core of the experiment.
LONG-BASELINE NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The full-scope LBNE includes a 34-kt fiducial mass (40-kt active and 50-kt total) far detector located in a new experimental area to be excavated at the 4850-ft level of the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in the former Homestake Mine, and a high-performance near neutrino detector located on the Fermilab site. Simultaneous construction of a new neutrino beamline at Fermilab would permit operation with an initial beam power of 1.2 MW, enabled by upgrades to the front end of the accelerator complex carried out within the Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II) program. In anticipation of potential enhancements beyond PIP-II, the beamline is designed to support upgrades to accommodate a beam power of 2.3 MW. Figure 7 (a) is an aerial photograph of a portion of the Fermilab site annotated to show the layout of the Near Site project; Fig. 7(b) shows the planned layout of the PIP-II that would provide up to 1.2 MW proton beam power through the addition of a new 800 MeV superconducting linear accelerator to increase the injection energy into the Booster. Also shown are concepts for upgrades beyond PIP-II that would replace the Booster. Protons from the Main Injector are extracted at energies from 60-120 GeV and directed onto a target to generate a secondary beam of charged particles, which in turn decay to generate the neutrino beam.
Near Site
A highly capable near detector will measure the absolute flux and energy scales of all four neutrino species in the LBNE beam, as well as neutrino cross sections on argon, water, and other nuclear targets in the beam's energy range. These measurements are needed to attain the ultimate desired precision for the oscillation parameter measurements. Additionally, the near detector will enable a broad range of precision neutrino-interaction measurements, thereby adding a compelling scientific program of its own. Figure 8 shows a cutaway view of the near detector hall and surface support building.
The current baseline near detector design consists of a low-mass straw-tube tracker with pressurized gaseous argon target immersed in a magnetic field and located 460 m from the neutrino target. Additional target materials can be embedded within the fine-grained tracker. At nominal beam power this detector would collect roughly 10 million neutrino interactions per year. A proposal to design and construct this detector is pending in India. Other options, such as a magnetized LArTPC and high-pressure argon gas TPC are also considered. The near neutrino detector will be complemented by a system of tertiary beam muon detectors located downstream of the LBNE beamline absorber. 
Far Site
The far site for LBNE is planned for the Sanford Underground Research Facility located at the former Homestake Mine in Lead, South Dakota, well known for the Davis experiment that revolutionized our thinking about neutrinos. This facility currently hosts operating experiments such as the LUX liquid xenon-based dark matter experiment and the Majorana Demonstrator neutrinoless double beta decay experiment, which produces the world's purest electroformed copper at the deep site. Figure 9 shows the entrance to the Davis cavern and the Majorana assembly room both at a depth of 4300 mwe (4850-level). Figure 10 shows a schematic of the planned location of the LBNE far detector at the 4850 level. In 2014, extensive geotechnical investigations were conducted at the detector site including four boreholes with lengths ranging from 475 feet to 800 feet. Analysis of the data indicate very good rock quality and low water penetration and established the rock mass as being capable of supporting even larger excavations than required for LBNE. 
Far Detector: Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber
The LBNE far detector is a liquid argon time-projection chamber (LArTPC) based on the ICARUS design (see [8] and C. Farnese this conference). The goal is to achieve at least 34,000 tonnes fiducial mass, which requires a total mass of argon of 50,000 tonnes contained in two cryostats each with dimensions 23 m x 18 m x 51 m illustrated in Fig. 11 . The modular TPC is composed of a repeated pattern of drift cells consisting of a central anode plane that is sensitive to charge drifting from both sides under the influence of a 500 V/cm electric field established by two parallel cathode planes at 3.7 m on either side. The maximum drift time is 2.3 ms. The anode planes are 7 m high by 2.5 m wide and have vertical anode wires on a 5 mm spacing along with two induction wire grids at ±32° to the anode wires. Photon detectors sensitive to the UV scintillation light are mounted within the anode plane.
The far detector design will evolve with input from new partners, and may involve multiple modules of different designs, such as the "double-phase" LArTPC described in the LAGUNA/LBNO proposal and which is under development by the WA105 collaboration at CERN. An Expression of Interest to expose a full-scale "single phase" LBNE drift cell to a charged particle beam at the CERN neutrino platform has been submitted by a collaboration drawn from LBNE, WA105 and CERN. Figure 12 shows an LBNE drift cell inside the 8m×8m×8m cryostat designed for WA105; it is anticipated that a different cryostat will be constructed for the LBNE test program. 
Related Projects
In addition to the design and prototyping being undertaken by the LBNE project, there are a number of R&D efforts and approved experiments that are synergistic with the long-baseline program since they are partially motivated by the desire to advance the understanding of liquid argon TPC performance and interactions of neutrinos on argon.
The LARIAT [9] collaboration is approved for a first phase where they will reuse the ArgoNeuT [10] liquid argon cryostat (170 l active volume) in a charged particle test beam at FNAL. The CAPTAIN [11] collaboration has developed a 5-ton capacity cryostat instrumented with a 2000-channel TPC that initially will collect data in a highenergy neutron beamline that is part of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center. The ICARUS [12] and LAr1-ND [13] collaborations have proposed to place LArTPCs in the FNAL Booster Neutrino Beam, joining the recently installed MicroBooNe [14] experiment in a short-baseline physics program.
Another important related project is a proposed extension to the NA61/SHINE experiment at CERN that will take high-precision hadron production data of proton interactions on targets. These data needed to improve neutrino beams modeling for ongoing and future neutrino experiments at Fermilab [15] .
Finally, although the US program is focused on development and exploitation of liquid argon detectors, there continues a modest effort towards megaton-scale Water Cherenkov detectors in the longer term. The CHIPS (CHerenkov In mine PitS collaboration) [16] is an R&D effort that will investigate deployment of photomultiplier tubes in open bodies of water such as flooded former surface mine pits or oxbows in rivers.
TOWARDS AN INTERNATIONAL LONG-BASELINE NEUTRINO, ASTROPARTICLE PHYSICS AND NUCLEON DECAY EXPERIMENT
The LBNE collaboration of more than 550 scientists and engineers from 90 institutions in eight countries has developed the science program and experimental configuration described in the previous sections. A project to construct the first phase LBNE facility was approved by Department of Energy (DOE) in December 2012, with a total project cost (including contingency and inflation adjustment) of $867M. The approval includes explicitly the possibility to expand the scope of the project with scientific, technical and financial contributions from non-DOE sources.
In parallel with the LBNE development, the Long-Baseline Neutrino Observatory (LBNO) consortium has completed a design study for an experiment with essentially the same science goals, but with a neutrino beam originating at CERN. After a comprehensive review of several potential far detector sites, including the science impact, a baseline of 2300 km was chosen [17] . As with LBNE, LBNO selected liquid argon TPC as the primary technology for the far detector (albeit of a different design). The status of the LBNO design study is presented by T. Patzak at this conference. In early 2013 the LBNO and LBNE groups established a task force to foster communication and with the potential goal to join forces once the priorities and funding environment in the worldwide community became clearer.
In 2013 the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) was established to advise the US DOE on project priorities for the next 10 years in a 20-year context. The P5 report, released May 2014, endorsed the full-scope longbaseline experiment and recommended that the implementation be done as a fully international project, which would require a reformulation of the current project and collaboration structure. Responding to the report, Fermilab has offered to host an international long-baseline neutrino facility and launched a series of neutrino community meetings to gather advice concerning the facility and solicit proposals for the experimental program. Following a "summit meeting" in late summer 2014, Fermilab director Nigel Lockyer established an interim International Executive Board consisting of senior members of the neutrino community, representatives of major labs, and funding agencies. This board will guide the formation of a new global collaboration, which beginning to take shape.
SUMMARY
Building on substantial investments already made, a broad-based partnership is forming to create an international facility that will perform far-reaching measurements of CP violation, mass hierarchy, non-standard interactions, proton decay and supernova burst neutrinos from intra-galactic distances.
